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Abstract
This is a work extending the results of [AH] and [AHH]. We want to show convergence of
the Schrödinger equation towards the Hartree equation with more natural assumptions. We
first consider both the defocusing and the focusing semi-relativistic Hartree equation. We show
that the tools of [P] are essentially sufficient for deriving the Hartree equation in those cases.
Next, we extend this result to the case of fractional Hartree equations with possibly more
singular potentials than the Coulomb potential. Finally, we show that, in the non-relativistic
case, one can derive the Hartree equation assuming only L2-data in the case of potentials that
are more than or as regular as the Coulomb potential. We also derive the Hartree equation for
more singular potentials in this case. This work is inspired by talks given at the conference
’MCQM 2018’ at Sapienza/Rome.
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1 Introduction
In 1924/25, Bose [B] and Einstein [E] predicted that if one adiabatically cools down a bosonic
gas below a certain threshold, its ground state will become gradually more populated. This in
turn has significant consequences on the partition function of the gas, which itself determines
the macroscopic state of the gas. This effect is nowadays known as Bose-Einstein condensation.
Only in 1995 the group of Cornell and Wieman [CW] and independently the group of Ketterle
[K] could experimentally verify this phenomenon, which then resulted in a Physics Nobel Prize in
2001. The first time this problem was mathematically rigorously treated was in 1980 in a work
of H. Spohn [S], where persistence of the condensate was shown. Ever since the mathematical
community became very interested in the problem and many improvements and extensions have
been studied. Different techniques have been applied, ranging from coherent state analysis, see
[GV], [Hep], to the BBGKY hierarchy, see [S], [EY], to a Egorov type theorem, see [FGS], [FKP],
[FKS], Wigner measure approach, see [AN], [AFP], second quantization formulation, see [RS],
[MS], [Lu], and deviation estimates [KP], [P]. Whereas all the previous deal with the case of a
dense gas of very weakly interacting particles, the somewhat dual and physically more important
case of dilute gases with strong, delta type interactions has been treated in [CH1], [CH2], [CP1],
[CP2], [ESY1], [ESY2], [KM], and references therein. In addition to all these results showing
persistence of the condensate, there are also work establishing the formation of a condensate, see
[DSS], [LSY], [LSSY] and references therein. In the present work, we want to show persistence of
the condensate in the mean-field limit, corresponding to the case of dense weakly acting gases.
Let us give some physical justification for the study of the fractional Schrödinger equation.
In the case of the half-wave equation with kinetic energy operator |∇|, the equation describes a
Boson star like system. A blow-up of the equation corresponds to a collapse of the Boson star.
The blow-up in the effective equation has been shown [Le]. In order to show that the whole
system indeed exhibits the blow-up behavior, one has to compare the full Schrödinger dynamics
with that of the effective equation. That was first successfully shown in [MS] and [Lee]. More
generally, fractional Quantum mechanics arises as a generalization of Brownian motion of Quantum
particles as seen, e.g., in the Feynman path integral formalism as first studied by Laskin, see [La1],
[La2]. This more general class of (stochastic) jump processes is known as Lévy processes. Several
mathematical aspects of the corresponding fractional NLS, describing the condensate, have been
studied in various scenarios, see [CHHO], [CHKL], [D], [Hw], [HS], [PS], [Zh], [ZZ].
The Setup The Hamiltonian for a weakly interacting system of N bosons is given by
HN :“
Nÿ
i“1
Si ` µλ
N ´ 1
ÿ
iăj
1
|xi ´ xj|γ (1)
acting on HN :“ L2pR3qbSN . In here, µ “ ˘1 distinguishes the focusing/defocusing case and
λ ą 0 is some coupling strength. The kinetic energy operator is given by
Si “ p´∆xiqσ.
Physically relevant cases, that we want to analyze here, are the non-relativistic case, pγ, σq “ p1, 1q,
and the semi-relativistic case, pγ, σq “ p1, 1{2q. In addition to these, we also want to consider the
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cases γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1szt1{2u. In the following, we consider a solution ΨN,t of the Cauchy
problem #
iBtΨN,t “ HNΨN,t
ΨN,t “ ϕbN0
(2)
for given ϕ0 P HspR3q for some given s ě 0 with }ϕ0}2 “ 1, where as usual we set H0pR3q :“
L2pR3q. Moreover, let ϕt be a solution of the Hartree equation given by#
iBtϕt “ Sϕt ` µλ|¨|γ ˚ |ϕt|2ϕt
ϕt“0 “ ϕ0,
(3)
with S chosen accordingly to Si. Since, in the focusing case, µ “ ´1, HN is a self-adjoint and
semi-bounded operator only for certain regions of the parameter pλ, γ, σq, as we will see below, let
us introduce a regularized Hamiltonian
H
pαq
N “
Nÿ
i“1
Si ` µλ
N ´ 1
ÿ
iăj
1
|xi ´ xj|γ ` α, α ą 0. (4)
Note that H
pαq
N is both self-adjoint and bounded from below. In fact, we have
H
pαq
N ě
Nÿ
i“1
Si ` Nµλ
2α
ě Nµλ
2α
. (5)
Thus we may write down the formal solution
Ψ
pαq
N,t :“ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 (6)
to the respective Cauchy problem. Let us also introduce the regularized Hartree equation given
by #
iBtϕpαqt “ Sϕpαqt ` µλ|¨|γ`α ˚ |ϕ
pαq
t |2ϕpαqt
ϕ
pαq
t“0 “ ϕ0.
(7)
In the following, our goal is to show convergence of (2) towards (3) in the sense of expectation
values, i.e., we show
| xΨN,t,Ab IN´kΨN,ty ´
A
ϕbkt ,Aϕ
bk
t
E
| Àt,k,A,ϕ op1q (8)
for a class of operators A : L2pR3kq ö such that the involved bounding constant is finite.
Assumptions: For the subsequent analysis, we will distinguish the following cases:
(SR) γ “ 1, σ “ 1{2.
(FS) γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1qzt1{2u.
(NR) γ P p0, 3{2q, σ “ 1.
If not specified, we will generally assume that γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1s.
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The heuristics. Before turning to the actual derivation of (3) from (2), let us give us give a
heuristic argument. Assuming full condensation at positive times ΨN,t “ ϕbNt , we obtain, using
(2),
xϕt, iBtϕty “ 1
N
xΨN,t, iBtΨN,ty “ 1
N
xΨN,t,HNΨN,ty
“ xϕt,Sϕty ` µλ
2
B
ϕb2t ,
1
|x1 ´ x2|γ ϕ
b2
t
F
“: hpϕt, ϕtq.
hpϕt, ϕtq can be understood as a Hamiltonian function from which we obtain the dynamics#
iBtϕt “ Bϕthpϕt, ϕtq “ Sϕt ` µλ|¨|γ ˚ |ϕt|2ϕt
ϕt
ˇˇ
t“0 “ ϕ0.
(9)
The Hamiltonian structure. The Hamiltonian dynamics in (2) is induced by the Hamiltonian
HNpΨq :“ xΨ,HNΨy and the symplectic form
ωN : HN ˆHN Ñ R, pΨ,Φq ÞÑ ´2Im xΨ,Φy .
Indeed, if ΨN satisfies (2), we have
ωN pΦ, BtΨN,tq “ dHN pΨN,tqrΦs @Φ P HN ,
where dHN denotes the first variation of HN , i.e.,
dHN pΨN,tqrΦs “ Bε
ˇˇ
ε“0HN pΨN,t ` εΦq.
We consider the restriction of ωN to the submanifold
M :“ tϕbN | }ϕ}2 “ 1u Ď HN
Its tangent space is given by
TϕM “
Nÿ
j“1
ϕbpj´1q b tϕuK b ϕbpN´jq.
Then the restriction of ωN to TϕM is given by
ωN
ˇˇ
TϕMˆTϕM “ ´2N Im x¨, ¨y
ˇˇ
L2pR3;S1qˆL2pR3;S1q “: Nω,
where S1 Ă C is the unit circle. Then ω together with hpϕ,ϕq induces the dynamics (3). Indeed,
one can check that a solution ϕt of (3) satisfies
ωpψ, Btϕtq “ dhpϕtqrψs @ψ P tϕtuK.
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On the scaling. Before we turn to discussions related to the scaling of (3), let us first see how
(3) is related to its usually considered form#
iBtut “ Sut ` µ|¨|γ ˚ |ut|2ut
ut
ˇˇ
t“0 “ u0.
(10)
The relation between (10) and (3) is given by u “ ?λϕ. In particular, we have due to mass
conservation, see Lemma 3.1 below, and normalization of ϕ0
λ “ }u}22. (11)
This will become important when we discuss well-posedness of (3) below. We will give the discus-
sion depending on λ which by the previous identity can be understood as size of initial datum for
(10).
The scaling, under which (3) remains invariant, is given by
ϕpx, tq Ñ ℓ d´γ2 `σϕpℓx, ℓ2σtq.
This scaling leaves the 9HscpR3q-norm invariant where sc “ γ2 ´ σ is the critical exponent. Note
that sc ă 0 corresponds to σ ą γ{2 with mass criticality, sc “ 0, at σ “ γ{2. In the present work,
we will only work with the mass subcritical regime σ ą γ{2 and the mass critical case σ “ γ{2.
Also, instead of the usual form (10) of the Hartree equation, we will see that for the sake of its
derivation it is more convenient to work with the form (3).
Acknowledgment The author is grateful to numerous helpful discussions with and suggestions
from T. Chen and N. Pavlović. The author also wants to thank M. Rosenzweig for helpful dis-
cussions. This work was funded through the ’University of Texas at Austin Provost Graduate
Excellence Fellowship’.
2 Results
Results of the form (8) go back to the 80’s where H. Spohn [S] showed this result in the case
of bounded operators A with the potential | ¨ |´γ replaced by a bounded potential. After that,
several parameters have been optimized, from considering the Coulomb case [EY] to obtaining
explicit rates [RS] to even considering unbounded operators A [MS]. The methods in these were
quite involved, usually using either hierarchies or second quantization methods from QFT. Then,
P. Pickl ([P], [KP]) suggested to consider the projection of the solution ΨN,t of (2) onto the
orthogonal complement of the solution ϕt of (3). Using simple algebra with projectors onto the
span of ϕt, he was able to show (8) for bounded operators A. In [AH] and [AHH], it was then
shown how to extend this result to unbounded operators A. In the present work, we will see
that the methods of [P] and [AH] are sufficient to both prove most of the previous with a much
simpler proof and to even improve rates of convergence as well as decrease required regularities.
In order to give an overview of the previous results and in order to state our main result, let us
introduce some parameters. Let s denote the regularity on the initial data ϕ0 P HspR3q, β ě 0
be the rate of convergence N´β in (8), where β “ 0 stands for op1q-convergence. Next, let k P N
be the number of particles on which A acts and θ ě 0 be its "degree of unboundedness", i.e.,
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let k and θ be such S
´θ{2
k,1 AS
´θ{2
k,1 can be extended to a bounded linear operator L
2 Ñ L2. In
here, Sk,r :“
řk
i“1p1` Siqr abbreviates a differential operator. Let fptq denote the growth of the
error-bound in (8) as a function of t. With ´ we denote that only a uniform bound on a compact
time interval r0, T s has been derived. The appearing constants C generally depend on all the
parameters σ, µ, γ, s, β as well on the size }ϕ0}Hs of the initial datum. The subscript k denotes
that there is an implicit dependence on the involved particle number k. We remark that [P] gives
an explicit dependence of Ck,Dk on k. Then we can summarize some of the important results in
table 1.
Instead of a bound of the type (8), all of the listed results rather bound the Sobolev trace norm
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,r ´γpkqN,t ´ P pkqt ¯S 12k,r
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Then, using the definition of the reduced density matrix and the cyclicity of the trace, see [AHH],
we have
l.h.s of (8) “
ˇˇˇ
Tr
´
A
`
γ
pkq
N,t ´ P pkqt
˘¯ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇTr´S´ 12k,r AS´ 12k,r S 12k,r`γpkqN,t ´ P pkqt ˘S 12k,r¯
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
››››S´ 12k,r AS´ 12k,r
››››
L2ÑL2
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,r ´γpkqN,t ´ P pkqt ¯S 12k,r
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
(12)
since the space of bounded operators is the dual of the trace class operators, see [RS1, Theorem
VI.26]. Thus, regarding optimal regularity, the two quantities to compare are the imposed regular-
ity s on ϕ0 and the needed regularity θσ in order to formulate the problem respectively bounding
the r.h.s. of (12). In the optimal case, these coincide.
An important remark on both [Lee] and [MS] is that they consider both defocusing (µ “ 1)
and the focusing case (µ “ ´1). For a result in the focusing case, we need to replace ΨN,t in (8)
by expp´iHpαqN tqΨ0, see (4).
Note, that there are results including further parameters like a magnetic potential A, see [Lu],
or the number of species r involved in the condensate, see [AHH], [Hei], and [MO]. As we will also
see below, whenever k “ 1 and θ “ 0, one can show that one can obtain a result for any k P N if
one sacrifices half of the rate of convergence. We are able to state our main result.
Theorem 2.1. Let pσ, µ, γ, s, k, θq be given as in a line of table 2. Assume ϕ0 P HspR3q and
N P Něk. Suppose ΨN,t is a solution of (2), ϕt is a solution of (3), and ΨpαqN,t “ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 . Let
A be a self-adjoint operator acting on L2pR3qbSk. Assume that S´θ{2k,1 AS´θ{2k,1 can be extended to a
bounded operator on L2pR3qbSk with operator norm }S´θ{2k,1 AS´θ{2k,1 }. Then we have the following.
1. In the defocusing case, µ “ 1, there is a constant C “ C}ϕ0}Hs and a function f : R Ñ R
such that for any t ě 0 we have
ˇˇˇ
xΨN,t,Ab IN´kΨN,ty ´
A
ϕbkt ,Aϕ
bk
t
Eˇˇˇ
ď C}S´θ{2k,1 AS´θ{2k,1 }
k
3´θ
2 fptq
Nβ
,
where β ą 0 and fptq are the values in the line in table 2 corresponding to the chosen
parameter pσ, µ, γ, s, k, θq.
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σ µ γ s β k θ fptq
[AHH] 1{2 1 1 1 p1´ θq{2 N r0, 1q CeCeCt
[Lee] 1{2 ˘1 1 1 1 1 0 fptq
[AHH] + [Lee] 1{2 1 1 1 mint1{2; 1 ´ θu 1 [0,1)p˚q fptq
[MS] 1{2 ´1 1 2 1/2 1 0 ´
1{2 ´1 1 2 1/4 1 [0,1] ´
[EY] 1 ˘1 1 2 0 N 0 ´
[RS], [P] 1 ˘1 1 1 1/2 1 0 CkeDkt
[KP] 1 ˘1 p0, 3
2
q 1 1{2 N 0 CeCt
[CLS] 1 ˘1 1 1 1 N 0 CkeDkt
[FKS] 1 ˘1 p0, 1s 0 ą 0p:q N 0 fptq
[Lu] 1 ˘1 1 1 1{2 N 0 CeCt
1 ˘1 1 3 1/4 1 [0,1] fptq
[AH] 1 ˘1 1 1 mint1{2; 1 ´ θu N [0,1) CkeDkt
1 ˘1 1 1 0 N [0,1] ´
[CLL] 1 ˘1 p0, 3
2
q 1 1 1 0 CeCt3{2
Table 1: Previous results. p˚q has not been showed explicitly in [AHH] but can be easily obtained
as a corollary together with [Lee]. See also Proposition 4.4. p:q means that there is a rate N´β
for some β ą 0. See also the remark 2.
2. In the focusing case, µ “ ´1, fix T P p0,8q be such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
γ
2
ă 8.
Then there is a constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}Hs ,T and a sequence pαnqnPN P p0,8qN such that for any
t P r0, T q we have
ˇˇˇA
Ψ
pαN q
N,t ,Ab IN´kΨpαN qN,t
E
´
A
ϕbkt ,Aϕ
bk
t
Eˇˇˇ
ď C}S´θ{2k,1 AS´θ{2k,1 }
k
3´θ
2
Nβ
,
where β ą 0 is the value in the line in table 2 corresponding to the chosen parameter
pσ, µ, γ, s, k, θq.
Remark 1. None of these convergence rates are optimal. The optimal rate OpN´1q was obtained,
e.g., in [CLS], [CLL], [ES]. To see why this is optimal, [ES] shows that for A and B acting on
different particles, then rA, eiHN tBe´iHN ts remains of order 1{N at positive times t ą 0. This is
then used to show that the difference of reduced density matrices γ
pm`nq
N,t ´ γpmqN,t b γpnqN,t, see below,
tested against products of an m-particle operator and an n-particle operator remains of order 1{N
at positive times t ą 0. Moreover, as pointed out to the author by M. Machedon at the conference
’TexAMP 2017’, in order to obtain optimal time dependency of the error, it is essential to include
two-particle correlations in the effective field. For details, we refer to [GM1], [GM2], [M], and
[MPP].
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σpě γ{2q µ γ s β k θ fptq
1{2 1 1 2{3 1{2 N 0 eCeCt
1{2 1 1 2{3 p1´ θq{2 N r0, 1q eCeCt
1{2 1 1 1 mint1{2; 1 ´ θu 1 r0, 1q fptq
1{2 ´1 1 2{3 1{2 N 0 ´
1{2 ´1 1 p1`εq
2
p˚q p1´θqp1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θuq
2r1´θ`εp1`θqs N r0,mint ε1´ε ; 1uq ´
1{2 ´1 1 1 mint1{2; 1 ´ θu2 1 r0, 1q ´
rγ
2
, 1qzt1
2
u 1 p0, 1q p1´ σqγ 1{2 N 0 eCeCt
rγ
2
, 1qzt1
2
u 1 p0, 1q p1´ σqγ p1´ θq{2 N r0, 1q CeCeCt
r γ
γ`1 , 1qzt12u 1 p0, 32q σ 1{2 N 0 eCp
?
t`t2q
r γ
γ`1 , 1qzt12u 1 p0, 32q σ p1´ θq{2 N r0, 1q CeCp
?
t`t2q
γ{2 ´1 p0, 1q p1´ γ{2qγ 1{2 N 0 ´
γ{2 ´1 p0, 1q p1`εqγ
2
p:q p1´θqp1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θuq
2r1´θ`εp1`θqs N r0,mint ε1´ε ; 1uq ´
γ{2 ´1 p1, 3
2
q γ{2 1{2 N 0 ´
γ{2 ´1 p1, 3
2
q p1`εqγ
2
p#q p1´θqp1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θuq
2r1´θ`εp1`θqs N r0,mint ε1´ε ; 1uq ´
1 ˘1 p0, 1s 0 1{2 N 0 eCp
?
t`t6q
1 ˘1 p0, 1s p0, 1s ps´ θq{2 N r0, sq CeCp
?
t`t6q
1 ˘1 p1, 3
2
q γ ´ 1 1{2 N 0 eCp
?
t`t6q
1 ˘1 p1, 3
2
q rγ ´ 1, 1s ps´ θq{2 N r0, sq CeCp
?
t`t6q
1 ˘1 p0, 3
2
q 1 mint1{2; 1 ´ θu 1 r0, 1q CeCp
?
t`t6q
Table 2: Present results. p˚q : ε ě 1{3. p:q : ε ě p1´ γq. p#q : ε ą 0.
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Remark 2. We want to comment on the present results. Notice that, in the defocusing semi-
relativistic case, we obtain convergence in all Sobolev trace norms below the energy trace norm
only assuming ϕ0 P H3{4pR3q. This drastically improves the H2-assumption on ϕ0 given in [MS],
while we though do not cover the boundary case of the energy trace norm, see remark 5 below.
In addition, we prove convergence for every k-marginal, k P N, with explicit dependence on k.
Another remarkable result is that in the non-relativistic case with γ ď 1, we only need to assume
L2-initial data to obtain convergence with rate N´1{2 and explicit dependency of the error bound
on the parameters k, λ, and on the time t. This improves the result given in [FKS] in that they
only obtain some rate N´β with β ą 0 with some error bound depending on k, λ, and on the time
t. In both cases, we can simplify the arguments a lot.
A comment on the subsequently used constants: Whenever a constant only depends on the
parameters γ, σ, µ, λ, s, θ, we will call that constant universal, for these constants remain finite
regardless of the chosen parameters. Unless mentioned otherwise, all occurring constants will
depend on these. Moreover, by abuse of notation, we will use the same notation for a constant
that possibly changes its value along proofs. This will help us reduce notation and make the
arguments clear to the reader.
3 Preliminary tools and notations
We introduce
Epγ,σqrus :“ 1
2
}p´∆qσ2 u}22 `
1
4
B
u,
µλ
| ¨ |γ ˚ |u|
2u
F
,
T pσqrus :“ 1
2
}p´∆qσ2 u}22,
V pγqrus :“ 1
4
B
u,
µλ
| ¨ |γ ˚ |u|
2u
F
.
For a proof of the subsequent statements in this section, see appendix A.
Lemma 3.1 (Conservation laws). Suppose γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1s, and s ě σ. Let ϕ be a
solution of (3) in HspR3q with initial value ϕ0 P HspR3q. Then both, energy and L2-mass of ϕ
are conserved, i.e., we have
Epγ,σqrϕts “ Epγ,σqrϕ0s and }ϕt}2 “ }ϕ0}2.
Lemma 3.2 (Positivity of energy). Suppose γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1s, and let u P HσpR3q. Then
there is a constant C “ Cpγ, σq such that we have
|V pγqrus| ď λCT pσqrus 2γσ }u}4´
γ
σ
2 . (13)
In particular, if }u}2 “ 1 and either σ ą γ{2, or σ “ γ{2 and µλC ą ´1, we have
T pσqrus ` 1 À Epγ,σqrus ` 1 À T pσqrus ` 1.
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Proof. Applying the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality and then the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev
inequality, we find
|V pγqrus| À }u}412{p6´γq
À }p´∆qσ{2u}
4γ
σ
2 }u}
4´ γ
σ
2 .
Lemma 3.3 (Self-adjointness of HN ). There is some C “ Cpγ, σq ą 0, independent of N , such
that, if either σ ą γ{2, or σ “ γ{2 and µλC ą ´1, then HN is both self-adjoint and positive. In
this case, we even have
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N À HN `N À
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N (14)
in the sense of quadratic forms.
Remark 3. Note that one can use the estimates for the proof of Lemma 3.3 in order to establish
(13). In particular, if we choose C optimal in (13), it will be below the constant Cpγ, σq determined
in Lemma 3.3.
When minimizing the constant in (13), we obtain the following soliton equation
p´∆qγ{2Q´ 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |Q|
2Q “ 0. (15)
Let Q P Hγ{2pR3q denote the ground state solution. In view of (11) and due to scaling invariance
of (15), we may define
λH,c :“
#
}Q}22 if σ “ γ{2
8 if σ ą γ{2.
As pointed out in the last remark, if we take Cpγ, σq as in Lemma 3.3 and define
λS,c :“
#
1{Cpγ, γ{2q if σ “ γ{2
8 if σ ą γ{2,
we have λS,c ď λH,c. Note that λS,c is only a lower bound on the optimal constant λSc pNq above
which the Hamiltonian HN ceases to be semi-bounded. λ
S
c pNq is the unique constant such that in
the focusing case, µ “ ´1, for all λ ă λSc pNq, HN is bounded from below and for λ ą λSc pNq we
have
inf
}Φ}2“1
xΦ,HNΦy “ ´8.
In the special case σ “ 1{2 “ γ{2 it was shown in [LY] that for some universal constant c ą 0 we
have
λH,cp1´ cN´1{3q ď λSc pNq ď λH,cp1` cN´1q.
As far as the author is concerned, there is no such result in the case of the general fractional
Schrödinger equation. For the present work, the optimal value of λS,c resp. λ
S
c pNq is irrelevant
because we want to focus on the derivation of the NLS instead.
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Proposition 3.4 (Well-posedness). Suppose γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1s, and s ě σ. Then (3) is
well-posed in HspR3q. More precisely, there is Tmax P p0,8s such that for any 0 ă T ă Tmax there
is a unique solution ϕ P C `r0, T q;HspR3q˘XC1 `r0, T q;Hs´2σpR3q˘. Furthermore, the solution ϕ
continuously depends on the initial datum ϕ0.
Moreover, if µ “ 1 or λ ă λH,c, Tmax “ 8, i.e., (3) is globally well-posed. If λ ą λH,c and
µ “ ´1, there is a family of initial data such that the corresponding solution of (3) blows up in
finite time.
From the proof of this proposition, we get control over the growth rate of Hs-norms as follows.
Lemma 3.5 (Persistence of regularity). Suppose γ P p0, 3{2q, σ P rγ{2, 1s, s ě 0, r :“ maxts;σu,
and ϕ0 P HrpR3q. Fix a time T P p0,8q such that
ν :“ νpT q :“ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
γ
2
ă 8.
Let ϕ be a solution of (3) on r0, T s. Then there is a universal constant c such that for all t P p0, T s
we have
}ϕt}Hs À ecν2t}ϕ0}Hs .
If µ “ 1 or λ ă λH,c, we can chose T “ 8 and we even have for any 0 ă s ď σ
}ϕt}Hs À }ϕ0}
s
σ
Hσ
Analogous statements holds true if we replace ϕt by its regularized version ϕ
pαq
t and ν by
νpαq :“ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕpαqτ }H γ2 .
Proposition 3.6 (Well-posedness for low Sobolev regularity in the non-relativistic case). Let
σ “ 1 and s P r0, 1q. Then (3) is globally well-posed in HspR3q, where we set H0pR3q :“
L2pR3q. More precisely, for any 0 ă T ă 8 there is a unique solution ϕ P C `r0, T q;HspR3q˘ X
C1
`r0, T q;Hs´2pR3q˘. Furthermore, the solution ϕ continuously depends on the initial datum ϕ0.
Moreover, we have for any t ą 0
}ϕt}Hs À pt` 1q}ϕ0}Hs .
Remark 4. Note that in the case σ ă γ{2, we only obtain conditional well-posedness, as shown,
e.g., in [GZ].
The next two results are both generalizations and improvements of results given in [MS]. For
a proof, we refer to appendix B.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose γ P p0, 3{2q and σ P rγ{2, 1s. Let ε P r0, 1s, define r :“ maxtσ; p1 ` εqγ{2u,
and ϕ0 P HrpR3q. Fix a time T P p0,8q such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
γ
2
ă 8.
Let ϕ be the solution of (3) and ϕpαq be a solution of (7). Then there is a constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}Hr ,T
such that for all t P r0, T s we have
}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }2 ď Cα
1`ε
2
}p´∆qγ4 pϕt ´ ϕpαqt q}2 ď Cαε.
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As a direct consequence, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose γ P p0, 3{2q, σ “ γ{2, and ϕ0 P Hγ{2pR3q. Fix a time T P p0,8s such
that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
γ
2
ă 8.
Let ϕ be the solution of (3) and ϕpαq be a solution of (7). Then there is a constant κ “ κν,}ϕ0}Hγ{2 ,T
such that
sup
tPr0,T s
sup
αPp0,1q
}ϕpαqτ }H γ2 ď κ.
Before continuing, let us introduce some notation first. Suppose ΨN,t is a solution of (2), ϕt is
a solution of (3), ϕ
pαq
t is a solution of (7), and Ψ
pαq
N,t is given by (6). We define the reduced density
matrices
γ
pkq
N,t :“ Trk`1,...,N |ΨN,tyxΨN,t|,
γ
pk,αq
N,t :“ Trk`1,...,N |ΨpαqN,ty xΨpαqN,t| ,
as well as the projections
P
pkq
t :“ |ϕbkt y xϕbkt | ,
P
pk,αq
t :“ |pϕpαqt qbky xpϕpαqt qbk| .
Furthermore, we introduce the Pickl functionals, see [P], given by
aN,t :“ xΨN,t, p1´ p|ϕty xϕt|q1qΨN,ty ,
a
pαq
N,t :“
A
Ψ
pαq
N,t,
´
1´ p|ϕpαqt y xϕpαqt |q1
¯
Ψ
pαq
N,t
E
.
(16)
Let for r P R
Sk,r :“
kÿ
i“1
p1` Siqr (17)
and we denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator acting on L2pR3q with }.}HS . In the
following, we will obtain convergence for
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,rpγpkqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,r
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
respectively for
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,rpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,r
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Then the respective result in Theorem 2.1 follows from (12). Let us recall an important fact from
[AH].
Proposition 3.9 (Anapolitanos, Hott [AH]). For any θ P r0, 1q and any s ě 0 we have the
estimate
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θspγpkqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θs
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď kCΨ,ϕ,θ,spamint 12 ;1´θuN,t ` }γpkqN,t ´ P pkqt }1´θHS q,
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where CΨN,t,ϕt,θ,s :“ 2
ˆ
}S
1
2
1,sΨN,t}2 ` }S
s
2ϕt}2
˙maxt1;2θu
. An analogous statement holds true if we
replace ΨN,t and ϕt by their regularized analogues Ψ
pαq
N,t and ϕ
pαq
t .
Remark 5. Let us briefly discuss the best rates that we can expect with a result like Proposition
3.9. The basic idea of this statement is to use boundedness in H1-Sobolev trace norm and conver-
gence in L2-trace norm in order to interpolate the rate for Sobolev spaces in between. Assume an
upper bound with a1´θN,t rather than a
mint1{2;1´θu
N,t on the r.h.s. of the inequality in Proposition 3.9,
which is optimal. As mentioned above, the optimal rate on the HS-norm is 1{N as for the Pickl
functional aN,t, see below. These results would give us then the optimal rate of 1{N1´θ with the
present techniques; the heuristics is based on the H1-norm being held stationary, while there is
convergence with rate 1{N in L2. (In)formal interpolation would then give us 1{N1´θ.
Combining this result with (12), we reduce showing convergence as stated in (8) to showing
convergence for both aN,t and }γpkqN,t ´ P pkqt }HS . This will be the goal of the subsequent.
The following theorem has not been explicitly proven before, but can be easily obtained by
following the steps of [P] or [KP].
Proposition 3.10. Assume either of (SR), (FS), (NR). Suppose N P N and ϕ0 P HγpR3q. Let
ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then we have for all t ą 0
aN,t ď e
c
şt
0
} 1
|¨|2γ
˚|ϕτ |2}
1
2
8dτ
N
,
where c is universal.
Remark 6. Note that the weak Young’s inequality together with the Sobolev embedding implies
that the integrand in the exponent is bounded by }ϕτ }Hγ . Lemma 3.5 then yields at most a
super-exponential growth of t ÞÑ aN,t.
As, e.g., presented in [AHH] and [AH], we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pkq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À }γpkqN,t ´ P pkqt }HS À
a
kaN,t,
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pk,αq
N,t ´ P pk,αqt
ˇˇˇ
À }γpk,αqN,t ´ P pk,αqt }HS À
b
ka
pαq
N,t
(18)
The respective first inequality goes back to an argument by R. Seiringer, the second one was
brought to the author’s attention by M. Griesemer.
By Proposition 3.10, it is sufficient to boundż t
0
} 1| ¨ |2γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2}
1
28dτ,
in order to show convergence of the Pickl functional and, by the above comments and Proposition
3.9, convergence in Sobolev trace norms. For that, we want to use an observation made in [CLL]
and improve it: Instead of writing
1
| ¨ |γ “ V2 ` V8
13
with V2 P L2pR3q and V8 P L8pR3q, we want to employ the fact that | ¨ |´γ P L3{γw pR3q. This shall
give us better results in the subsequent, as we will see below. By Young’s inequality and using
mass conservation that, we find that
} 1| ¨ |2γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2}8 À }ϕτ }26{p3´2γq.
In particular, the above mentioned integral can be bounded viaż t
0
} 1| ¨ |2γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2}
1
28dτ À
ż t
0
}ϕτ }6{p3´2γqdτ “ }ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts;L6{p3´2γqx q. (19)
Whereas [CLL] use the above decomposition of the interaction potential together with Strichartz
estimates to control more singular potentials, we want to employ the fact that | ¨ |´γ P L3{γw pR3q
together with Strichartz estimates both for considering more singular potentials and lowering the
required regularity on the initial datum ϕ0.
Altogether, the program we will run goes as follows:
1. Reduce needed regularity of initial data by means of Strichartz estimates when getting control
over the Pickl functional aN,t.
2. Control the Hilbert-Schmidt norm by aN,t.
3. Control higher Sobolev trace norms.
Remark 7. With the present method, the optimality of the regularity of initial data fully relies
optimality of the respectively used Strichartz estimates. Rather than providing optimal regularity,
this work aims to provide a guide how to derive the Hartree equation and improving the needed
regularity. Also, we consider the general case of not necessarily radial solutions of (3). In the case
of radial solutions, there are improved Strichartz estimates, see [CKS], [CL], [GW].
4 Derivation of the Hartree equation
4.1 The semi-relativistic case
In this section, always assume (SR). Our first goal is to reduce the needed regularity for showing
convergence towards the Hartree equation in trace norm. As mentioned above, we will apply
Strichartz estimates in order to decrease the required regularity on ϕ, which by Lemma 3.5 reduces
to required regularity on ϕ0. Let us recall Strichartz estimate for the semi-relativistic NLS, also
known as the half-wave equation, from [D]. We call a pair pq, rq P r2,8s2 admissible iff pq, rq ‰
p2,8q and
1
q
` 1
r
“ 1
2
.
In addition, define a residual power
αq,r :“ 3
2
´ 3
r
´ 1
q
.
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Lemma 4.1 (Dinh [D]). Let pq, rq P r2,8s2 be admissible, α P R. Then we have for any interval
I Ď R
}e´ip´∆q1{2tϕ0}Lqt pI;Wα,rx q À }ϕ0}Hα`αq,r ,
}
ż t
0
e´ip´∆q
1{2pt´τqF pτqdτ}Lqt pI;Wα,rx q À }F }L1t pI;Hα`αq,rx q.
Defocusing case or focusing case with small coupling. Let us consider the regime µ “ 1
or λ ă λS,c.
Proposition 4.2. Assume ϕ0 P H2{3pR3q, N P N, and k P NďN . Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2)
and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then there is a constant C “ C}ϕ0}
H2{3
such that for all t ě 0 we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pkq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À
?
k
eCe
Ct
?
N
,
aN,t ď e
CeCt
N
.
(20)
Proof. By applying first Hölder’s inequality followed by the Strichartz estimate 4.1, we obtain
}ϕ}L1τ pr0,ts;L6xq ď t
2
3 }ϕ}L3τ pr0,ts;L6xq À t
2
3
ˆ
}ϕ0}
H
2
3
` }p 1| ¨ | ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }
L1τ pr0,ts;H
2
3
x q
˙
À t 23
ˆ
}ϕ0}
H
2
3
`
ż t
0
}ϕτ }2
H
1
2
}ϕτ }
H
2
3
dτ
˙
,
where in the last step we applied Lemma A.2 in the appendix. Lemma 3.5 together with energy
conservation yields
}ϕ}L1τ pr0,ts;L6xq À CeCt,
for some constant C “ C}ϕ0}H2{3 . Together with (19) and (18) this implies the statement.
Collecting the previous results, we have proved the following theorems.
Proposition 4.3. Assume ϕ0 P H2{3pR3q. Suppose N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨN,t be a solution of
(2) and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then there is a constant C “ C}ϕ0}H2{3 such that for any θ P r0, 1q
and any t ě 0 we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpkqN ´ P pkqqS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck 3´θ2 eCe
Ct
N
1´θ
2
.
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.9, Proposition 4.2 and (18), it only remains to show uniform
boundedness of }S1{21,1ΨN,t}2 ` }S1{2ϕt}2. Energy conservation directly implies
}S1{2ϕt}2 À }ϕ0}H1{2 .
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Moreover, we have, using (14) and energy conservation
}S1{21,1ΨN,t}22 “
1
N
C
ΨN,t,
˜
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N
¸
ΨN,t
G
À 1
N
xΨN,t, pHN `NqΨN,ty
“ 1
N
xΨN,0, pHN `NqΨN,0y
À }ϕ0}2H1{2 ,
(21)
where in the last step we used that the total energy can be bounded by the kinetic energy in the
present case.
Let us recall the result
}γp1qN,t ´ P p1qt }HS ď
fptq
N
given in [Lee]. In here fptq depends only on λ and supτPr0,ts }ϕτ }H1 . Note that due to Lemma 3.5,
we have
sup
τPr0,ts
}ϕτ }H1 À ecν
2t}ϕ0}H1 ,
where c is a universal constant and ν “ supτPr0,ts }ϕτ }H1{2 which, by energy conservation, can
be uniformly bounded by a multiple of }ϕ0}H1{2 . Thus we have that the above function Cptq is
actually a function only of λ, }ϕ0}H1 and t.
Combining this remark with Proposition 3.9, Proposition 4.2, Lemma 3.5, and the proof of
Proposition 4.3, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.4. Assume ϕ0 P H1pR3q and N P N. Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a
solution of (3). Then there is a function fptq “ fpt, }ϕ0}H1q such that for any θ P r0, 1q and any
t ě 0 we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpγp1qN,t ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď fptqNmint1{2;1´θu .
The focusing case. In this paragraph, assume µ “ ´1 and λ ě λS,c. It is well-known that
solutions of the Hartree equation (3) exhibit blow-up after finite time, see, e.g. [Le]. Even worse,
as mentioned above, HN is not necessarily a self-adjoint operator for which we could solve (2).
Thus, we cannot get a control over aN,t as defined in (16). Instead, we work with a regularized
Pickl functional, see (16),
a
pαq
N,t “
A
Ψ
pαq
N,t,
´
1´ p|ϕpαqt y xϕpαqt |q1
¯
Ψ
pαq
N,t
E
.
We are able to state our main theorem for this section.
Proposition 4.5. Let ϕ0 P H2{3pR3q. Fix some T P p0,8q such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
1
2
ă 8.
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Suppose N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨpαqN,t “ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 and ϕ be a solution of (3). Then there is a
constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}
H2{3
,T such that with the above notations we have for any 0 ă α ă 1 and any
t P r0, T s
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pk,αq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
?
k
ˆ
1?
N
` α 23
˙
,
a
pαq
N,t ď
C
N
.
In particular, we have for α “ αN “ OpN´3{4q
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pk,αN q
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À C
c
k
N
.
Proof of Proposition 4.5. As mentioned, e.g., in [AH], using the variational characterization of the
first eigenvalue, one can show with the above notation
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pk,αq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À }γpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt }HS
À }γpk,αqN,t ´ P pk,αqt }HS ` }P pk,αqt ´ P pkqt }HS
À
b
ka
pαq
N,t `
?
k}ϕpαqt ´ ϕt}2,
(22)
where in the last we used (18) together with the fact that theHS-distance of two rank-1 projections
is bounded from above by the respective L2-distance of the states onto which we project. By
Lemma 3.7, there is a constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}H2{3 ,T such that for all t P r0, T s we have
}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }2 ď Cα
2
3 . (23)
Next, following the steps of [P] and [AHH], we can equally show
a
pαq
N,t ď
e
şt
0
} 1
|¨|2
˚|ϕpαqτ |2}
1
2
8dτ
N
. (24)
With analogous steps as in the proof of Proposition 4.2, one can showż t
0
} 1| ¨ |2 ˚ |ϕ
pαq
τ |2}
1
28dτ À t
2
3
ˆ
}ϕ0}
H
2
3
`
ż t
0
}ϕpαqτ }2
H
1
2
}ϕpαqτ }H 23 dτ
˙
.
Lemma 3.5 together with Corollary 3.8 and energy conservation then yields
}ϕpαqτ }2
H
1
2
}ϕpαqτ }H 23 ď C
for some C “ Cν,}ϕ0}
H2{3
,T . This concludes the proof.
With this result at hand, we can even show convergence in higher Sobolev trace norms.
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Proposition 4.6. Let r ě 2{3, ϕ0 P HrpR3q and define ε P r1{3, 1s to satisfy p1 ` εq{2 ě r. Fix
some T P p0,8q such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
1
2
ă 8.
Suppose N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨpαqN,t “ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 and ϕ be a solution of (3). Then there is
a constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}Hr ,T such that with the above notations we have for any 0 ă α ă 1 small
enough, any t P r0, T s and any θ P r0,mint ε
1´ε ; 1uq
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck 3´θ2
ˆ
1
αmaxt1{2;θuN
1´θ
2
` α 1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θu2
˙
.
In particular, we have for α “ αN “ OpN´p1´θq{p1´θ`εp1`θqqq
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C k
3´θ
2
N
p1´θqp1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θuq
2r1´θ`εp1`θqs
.
Proof. We start with the estimate
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pk,αqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ` Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ . (25)
For the first term, we apply Proposition 3.9 to get
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN ´ P pk,αqqS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À kCΨpαq
N,t
,ϕ
pαq
t ,θ
´
papαqN,tqmint1{2;1´θu ` }γpk,αqN,t ´ P pk,αqt }1´θHS
¯
, (26)
where C
Ψ
pαq
N,t
,ϕ
pαq
t ,θ
:“
ˆ
}S
1
2
1,1Ψ
pαq
N,t}2 ` }S
1
2ϕ
pαq
t }2
˙maxt1;2θu
. By Corollary 3.8, we have }S 12ϕpαqt }2 ď
κ for some κ “ κν,}ϕ0}
H1{2
,T . In addition, using symmetry of ΨN,t w.r.t. particle permutations
followed by (5) and energy conservation for the Schrödinger equation, we find
}S
1
2
1,1Ψ
pαq
N,t}22 ´ 1 “
1
N
C
Ψ
pαq
N,t,
Nÿ
i“1
SiΨ
pαq
N,t
G
ď 1
N
A
Ψ
pαq
N,t,H
pαq
N Ψ
pαq
N,t
E
` λ
2α
“ 1
N
A
Ψ
pαq
N,0,H
pαq
N Ψ
pαq
N,0
E
` λ
2α
ď }ϕ0}2H1{2 `
λ
2α
.
(27)
Using the bound on a
pαq
N,t in Proposition 4.5 together with (18) gives
}γpk,αqN,t ´ P pk,αqt }HS ď C
c
k
N
for some C “ Cν,}ϕ0}H2{3 ,T . If we then choose α small enough, we thus obtain using (26) together
with (27) and Proposition 4.5
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN ´ P pk,αqqS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À C k
3´θ
2
αmaxt1{2;θuN
1´θ
2
(28)
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for some possibly bigger constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}H2{3 ,T .
For the second term in (25), we use the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue to
obtain
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À Tr
ˆ
S
1
2
k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS
1
2
k,θ
˙
` }S
1
2
k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS
1
2
k,θ}HS, (29)
a fact first pointed out by R. Seiringer, see also [AH]. To bound the first term, we use
Tr
ˆ
S
1
2
k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS
1
2
k,θ
˙
“ }S
1
2
k,θpϕpαqt qbk}22 ´ }S
1
2
k,θϕ
bk
t }22
“ k
´
}S θ2ϕpαqt }22 ´ }S
θ
2ϕt}22
¯
ď k
A
|S θ2 pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq|, |S
θ
2 pϕpαqt ` ϕtq|
E
ď k}S θ2 pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq}2p}S
θ
2ϕ
pαq
t }2 ` }S
θ
2ϕt}2q,
(30)
where in the last step we applied Cauchy-Schwarz. Using interpolation together with Lemma 3.7,
with ε “ 1{3, and Corollary 3.8, we then obtain
Tr
ˆ
S
1
2
k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS
1
2
k,θ
˙
ď Ck}ϕpαqt ´ ϕt}1´θ2 }S1{2pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq}θ2
ď Ckα 1´θ`εp1`θq2 ,
(31)
where the involved constants depend on C “ Cν,}ϕ0}H2{3 ,T .
To bound the second term in (29), we use that we can write the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of on
operator as the L2-norm of its kernel. Abbreviating f :“ S1{2k,θ pϕtqbk and g :“ S1{2k,θ pϕpαqt qbk, we
thus have
}S
1
2
k,θpP pk,αqt ´ P pkqt qS
1
2
k,θ}HS “ }f¯ b f ´ g¯ b g}2
ď }pf¯ ´ g¯q b f}2 ` }g¯ b pf ´ gq}2
“ }f ´ g}2p}f}2 ` }g}2q.
(32)
Next, we compute
}f ´ g}22 “ k}S
θ
2 pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq}22
ď k}ϕpαqt ´ ϕt}2´2θ2 }S1{2pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq}2θ2
ď Ckα1´θ`εp1`θq
(33)
for some constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}
H2{3
,T , where we used the same arguments as for (31). Similarly, we
show
}f}2 ` }g}2 ď C
?
k (34)
for some constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}H2{3 ,T . Collecting (31), (32), (33), and (34), we obtain the desired
result.
As an easy corollary of Proposition 4.5 and the result given in [Lee], we also obtain the following
special case.
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Proposition 4.7. Let ϕ0 P H1pR3q. Fix some T P p0,8q such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
1
2
ă 8.
Suppose N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨpαqN,t “ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 and ϕ be a solution of (3). Then there is
a constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}H1 ,T such that with the above notations we have for any 0 ă α ă 1 small
enough, any t P r0, T s and any θ P r0, 1q
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpγp1,αqN,t ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C
ˆ
1
αmaxt1{2;θuNmint1{2;1´θu
` α1´maxt1{2;θu
˙
.
In particular, we have for α “ αN “ OpN´mint1{2;1´θuq
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpγp1,αqN,t ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CNmint1{2;1´θu2 .
Proof. As in the last proof, we start with the estimate
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpγp1,αqN,t ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ À CΨpαq
N,t
,ϕ
pαq
t ,θ
´
papαqN,tqminp
1
2
,1´θq ` }γp1,αqN,t ´ P p1,αqt }1´θHS
¯
` Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpP p1,αqt ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Whereas for the remaining terms, we use the same bounds as established in the previous proof,
we want to use the better rate of [Lee] to bound }γp1,αqN,t ´ P p1,αqt }HS ď C{N . We have
}γp1,αqN,t ´ P p1,αqt }HS ď }γp1,αqN,t ´ P p1qt }HS ` }P p1qt ´ P p1,αqt }HS
ď }γp1,αqN,t ´ P p1qt }HS ` }ϕpαqt ´ ϕt}2
ď C
ˆ
1
N
` α
˙
for some constant C “ Cν,H1,T , where in the last step we used the above mentioned result of [Lee]
together with Lemma 3.7, with ε “ 1. Repeating the same steps of the last proof, together with
Lemma 3.7, with ε “ 1, we obtain
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpP p1,αqt ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cα
for some constant C “ Cν,H1,T . This concludes the proof.
Remark 8 (Some comments on the proofs of Propositions 4.2 – 4.6). We want to point out that
the only arguments that involved the specific parameters pγ, σq of the Hamiltonian were used in
bounding }ϕpαqt ´ϕt}2, }S1{2pϕpαqt ´ϕtq}2 as well, when applying Strichartz estimates to obtain an
upper bound on aN,t and a
pαq
N,t. Moreover, that we use the same estimates for both aN,t and a
pαq
N,t.
More precisely, we show
aN,t ď e
tp
´
}ϕ0}Hs`
şt
0
}ϕτ }3
Hs
1 dτ
¯
`t
N
,
a
pαq
N,t ď
e
tp
´
}ϕ0}Hs`
şt
0
}ϕpαqτ }3
Hs
1 dτ
¯
`t
N
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for some exponents p, s, s1. By Lemma 3.5 this reduces to only have a uniform bound on }ϕt}Hγ{2
respectively }ϕpαqt }Hγ{2pR3q. Corollary 3.8 then shows that this reduces to requiring a uniform
bound on }ϕt}Hγ{2 . We will use this observation to shorten the proofs in the remaining sections.
4.2 Fractional NLS with possibly singular potentials
In this section, we always assume (FS). For this is rather non-physical case, not much interest
has been shown in deriving the NLS from the Schrödinger equation. Since our present tools
are sufficient and sufficiently simple, we want to present a derivation here. In order to reduce
needed regularity when applying the Pickl method, we again need Strichartz estimates. A pair
pq, rq P r2,8s2 is called admissible iff
2
q
` 3
r
“ 3
2
.
Define the following Strichartz-norm
}u}Ssq,rpIq :“ }|∇|´3p1´σqp
1
2
´ 1
r
quτ }Lqt pI;W s,rx q (35)
for an interval I Ď R. Let us recall the following fact from [COX], see also [HS].
Lemma 4.8 (Cho, Ozawa, Xia [COX]). Let pq, rq P r2,8s2 be admissible. Then we have for any
interval I Ď R and any s P R
}e´ip´∆qσtϕ0}Ssq,rpIq À }ϕ0}Hs ,
}
ż t
0
e´ip´∆q
σpt´τqF pτqdτ}Ssq,rpIq À }F }L1t pr0,ts;Hsxq.
Defocusing case or focusing case with small coupling. Let us consider the regime µ “ 1
or λ ă λS,c.
Proposition 4.9. Let r :“ maxtσ; p1 ´ σqγu, and ϕ0 P HrpR3q. Suppose N P N and k P NďN .
Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then there is a constant C “ C}ϕ0}Hr
such that for all t ě 0 we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pkq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À
?
k
eCe
Ct
?
N
,
aN,t ď e
CeCt
N
.
If σ ě γ{pγ ` 1q, we only need to assume ϕ0 P HσpR3q and we can improve these bounds to
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pkq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À
?
k
eCp
?
t`t2q
?
N
,
aN,t ď e
Cp?t`t2q
N
for some C “ C}ϕ0}Hσ .
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Proof. As explained at the end of section 3, it is enough to bound the quantity }ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts,L6{p3´2γqx q
for we then have
aN,t ď e
cp}ϕτ }
L1τ pr0,ts;L
6{p3´2γq
x q
q
N
for some universal constant c.
Case γ ą 1. We start by applying Hölder’s inequality followed by Sobolev’s inequality
}ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts;L6{p3´2γqx q ď
?
t}ϕτ }L2τ pr0,ts;L6{p3´2γqx q
À
?
t}|∇|γ´1ϕτ }L2τ pr0,ts;L6xq
À
?
t}ϕ}
S
γ´σ
2,6
À ?tp}ϕ0}Hγ´σ ` }p
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }L1τHγ´σx q,
(36)
where in the last step we applied Lemma 4.8. For σ ě γ{2 ą γ{pγ ` 1q, we have γ ´ σ ď γ{2.
Thus, applying Lemma A.2, we find
}p 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }Hγ´σ À }ϕτ }3
H
2γ´σ
3
ď C (37)
for some C “ C}ϕ0}Hσ . In the last step, we applied Lemma 3.5.
Case γ ď 1. In this case we have 6{p3 ´ 2γq ď 6 and we have Strichartz estimates available.
After applying Hölder’s inequality, we thus apply Strichartz estimates 4.8 to obtain
}ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts;L6{p3´2γqx q ď t
2´γ
2 }ϕτ }L2{γτ pr0,ts;L6{p3´2γqx q
ď t 2´γ2 }ϕτ }Sp1´σqγ
2{γ,6{p3´2γq
À t 2´γ2 p}ϕ0}Hp1´σqγ ` }p
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }L1τHp1´σqγx q.
(38)
In the case σ ě γ{pγ ` 1q, we apply Lemma A.2 to obtain
}p 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }Hp1´σqγ À }ϕτ }2Hγ{2}ϕτ }Hp1´σqγ ď C (39)
for some constant C “ C}ϕ0}Hσ , where in the last step, we applied Lemma 3.5. In the case
σ ă γ{pγ ` 1q, we apply Lemma A.2 again to find
}p 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }Hp1´σqγ À }ϕτ }2Hγ{2}ϕτ }Hp1´σqγ À CeCτ
for some constant C “ C}ϕ0}Hp1´σqγ .
In view of remark 8, we obtain
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Proposition 4.10. Let r :“ maxtσ; p1 ´ σqγu and ϕ0 P HrpR3q. Suppose N P N and k P NďN .
Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then there is a constant C “ C}ϕ0}Hr
such that for all t ě 0 and any N P N we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpkqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck 3´θ2 eCe
Ct
N
1´θ
2
.
If σ ě γ{pγ ` 1q, we only need to require ϕ0 P HσpR3q and we can improve this bound to
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpkqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck 3´θ2 eCp
?
t`t2q
N
1´θ
2
for some C “ C}ϕ0}Hσ .
The focusing case. In this paragraph, assume µ “ ´1, λ ě λS,c, and σ “ γ{2 ‰ 1{2. Due to
remark 8, we will only state the results.
Proposition 4.11. Let r :“ maxtγ{2; p1 ´ γ{2qγu, ϕ0 P HrpR3q, and define ε P r0, 1s to satisfy
p1` εqγ{2 “ r. Fix some T P p0,8q such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
γ
2
ă 8.
Suppose N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨpαqN,t “ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 and ϕ be a solution of (3). Then there is a
constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}Hr ,T such that with the above notations for any 0 ă α ă 1 and any t P r0, T s
we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pk,αq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
ď C
?
k
ˆ
1?
N
` α 1`ε2
˙
,
a
pαq
N,t ď
C
N
.
In particular, we have for α “ αN “ OpN´1q
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pk,αN q
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À C
c
k
N
.
If γ ą 1, we only have to assume ϕ0 P Hγ{2pR3q and the same estimates hold with C “ Cν,}ϕ0}
Hγ{2
,T
and ε “ 0.
Remark 9. Notice the reduced rate α
1`ε
2 due to reduced required regularity on initial data. This
effectively changes the step (23) in the proof of Proposition 4.5 invoking Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 4.12. Let r :“ maxtγ{2; p1 ´ γ{2qγu, ϕ0 P HrpR3q, and define ε P p0, 1s to satisfy
p1` εqγ{2 ě r. Fix some T P p0,8q such that
ν “ sup
|τ |ďT
}ϕτ }
H
γ
2
ă 8.
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Suppose N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨpαqN,t “ e´iH
pαq
N
tϕbN0 and ϕ be a solution of (3). Then there is a
constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}Hr ,T such that with the above notations for any 0 ă α ă 1 small enough, any
t P r0, T s and any θ P r0,mint ε
1´ε ; 1uq we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck 3´θ2
ˆ
1
αmaxt1{2;θuN
1´θ
2
` α 1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θu2
˙
.
In particular, we have for α “ αN “ OpN´p1´θq{p1´θ`εp1`θqqq
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,θpγpk,αqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C k
3´θ
2
N
p1´θqp1´θ`εp1`θq´maxt1;2θuq
2r1´θ`εp1`θqs
.
Remark 10. As above, we have changed rates in α due to the adjusted initial regularity. In here,
we effectively only have to change the pendants to (31) and (32) according to Lemma 3.7.
4.3 The non-relativistic case
In this section, we always assume (NR). Also in this case, a pair pq, rq P r2,8s2 is called admissible
iff
2
q
` 3
r
“ 3
2
.
Since, in the case of the full Laplacian, Strichartz estimates have been intensively studied, we will
only give the reference to Tao’s book [T] and refer the reader to the references therein.
Lemma 4.13. Let pq, rq, pq˜, r˜q P r2,8s2 be admissible pairs and s P R. Then we have for any
I Ď R
}e´ip´∆qtϕ0}Lqt pI;W s,rx q À }ϕ0}Hs ,
}
ż t
0
e´ip´∆qpt´τqF pτqdτ}Lqt pI;W s,rx q À }F }Lq˜1t pI;W s,r˜1x q.
Proposition 4.14. Assume γ P p0, 3{2q, and let s :“ pγ ´ 1q` and ϕ0 P HspR3q. Suppose N P N
and k P NďN . Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then there is a constant
C “ C}ϕ0}Hs such that for all t ě 0 we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
γ
pkq
N,t ´ P pkqt
ˇˇˇ
À
?
k
eCp
?
t`t6q
?
N
,
aN,t ď e
Cp?t`t6q
N
.
(40)
Proof. As explained above, it suffices to bound the quantity }ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts,L6{p3´2γqx q.
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Case γ ą 1. Using Hölder’s inequality, followed by the Sobolev inequality and the Strichartz
estimate in this case, we have
}ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts,L6{p3´2γqx q ď
?
t}ϕτ }L2τ pr0,ts,L6{p3´2γqx q
À
?
t}ϕτ }L2τ pr0,ts,W γ´1,6x q
À ?tp}ϕ0}Hγ´1 ` }p
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }L2{γτ W γ´1,6{p7´2γqx q
À
?
tp}ϕ0}Hγ´1 ` }ϕτ }3L2{γτ Hγ´1x q
ď p?t` t6q}ϕ0}3Hγ´1 ,
where in the next-to-last step we applied Lemma A.2.
Case γ ď 1. Then we apply Hölder’s inequality followed by the Strichartz estimate 4.13 to obtain
}ϕτ }L1τ pr0,ts,L6{p3´2γqx q ď t
2´γ
2 p}ϕ0}2 ` }p 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }L2{p2´γqτ L6{p3´2γqx q
À
?
t` t6,
where in the last step we used mass conservation together with Lemma A.2.
With the needed Sobolev exponent s being below 1, we can state stronger result for convergence
in higher Sobolev trace norms than the ones in the previous cases. The following result shows how,
with this method, reducing imposed regularity yields slower convergence rates.
Proposition 4.15. Assume γ P p0, 3{2q and s P rpγ ´ 1q`, 1s, and let ϕ0 P HspR3q. Suppose
N P N and k P NďN . Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a solution of (3). Then there is a
constant C “ C}ϕ0}Hs such that for any θ P r0, sq and any t ě 0 we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 12k,sθpγpkqN,t ´ P pkqt qS 12k,sθ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Ck 3´θ2 eCp
?
t`t6q
N
s´θ
2
.
Proof. In view of Proposition 3.9, 4.14 and (18), it is sufficient to provide uniform bounds on
}S1{21,sΨN,t}2 ` }Ss{2ϕt}2. By Lemma 3.6, we have
}Ss{2ϕt}2 ď pt` 1q}ϕ0}Hs .
Moreover, using that p1` Siqs ď 1` Ssi in the sense of quadratic forms, we find
}S1{21,sΨN,t}22 ´ 1 ď
1
N
C
ΨN,t,
Nÿ
i“1
SsiΨN,t
G
(41)
To continue, let us recall the following facts. Let a1, . . . , aN ě 0. Then we have
Nÿ
i“1
asi ď N1´s
˜
Nÿ
i“1
ai
¸s
ď N1´s
Nÿ
i“1
asi . (42)
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The second inequality follows, e.g., from the embedding ℓ1pt1; . . . ;Nuq ãÑ ℓ2pt1; . . . ;Nuq together
with interpolation. By Plancherel’s theorem, we can replace the ai in this inequality by operators
Ai with non-negative symbols ai. Moreover, the Löwner-Heinz inequality together with (14) implies˜
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N
¸s
À pHN `Nqs À
˜
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N
¸s
. (43)
Using these two facts on (41) together with symmetry of ΨN,t w.r.t. to particle permutations,
we obtain using first (42), then (43), then energy conservation for the Schrödinger equation, then
(43), and then (42) again
}S1{21,sΨN,t}22 “
1
N
C
ΨN,t,
Nÿ
i“1
pSi ` 1qsΨN,t
G
ď 1
N s
C
ΨN,t,
˜
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N
¸s
ΨN,t
G
À 1
N s
xΨN,t, pHN `NqsΨN,ty
“ 1
N s
xΨN,0, pHN `NqsΨN,0y
À 1
N s
C
ΨN,0,
˜
Nÿ
i“1
Si `N
¸s
ΨN,0
G
ď 1
N s
C
ΨN,0,
Nÿ
i“1
pSi ` 1qsΨN,0
G
“ N1´s}ϕ0}2Hs ,
where in the last step we also used ΨN,0 “ ϕbN0 . Together with the initial comments, this finishes
the proof.
We can improve the rates in the last theorem recalling the result
}γp1qN,t ´ P p1qt }HS ď
CeCt
3{2
N
given in [CLL], where C “ C}ϕ0}H1 and ϕ0 P H1pR3q. Combining this result with Proposition
3.9, Proposition 4.14, Lemma 3.5, and the proof of Proposition 4.15 in the case s “ 1, we get the
following the result.
Corollary 4.16. Assume ϕ0 P H1pR3q and N P N. Let ΨN,t be a solution of (2) and ϕt be a
solution of (3). Then there is a constant C “ C}ϕ0}H1 such that for any θ P r0, 1q and any t ě 0
we have
Tr
ˇˇˇ
ˇS 121,θpγp1qN,t ´ P p1qt qS 121,θ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C eCp
?
t`t6q
Nmint1{2;1´θu
.
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A Well-posedness results
A.1 Energy conservation and self-adjointness of HN
Let us first prove Lemma 3.1. Define
Jγpuq :“ µλ| ¨ |γ ˚ |u|
2,
J pαqγ puq :“
µλ
| ¨ |γ ` α ˚ |u|
2.
Proof. Conservation of mass follows from differentiating the (real) mass and noticing that the r.h.s.
is pure imaginary. For the conservation of energy, we work with the interaction picture, as noticed
in [AHH]: Starting with the identity
Btpeip´∆qσtϕtq “ ´ieip´∆qσtJγpϕtqϕt,
we employ the fact that eip´∆qσt is an isometric embedding of any homogeneous Sobolev space to
obtain
BtT pσqrϕts “ BtT pσqreip´∆qσtϕts
“ Re
A
p´∆qσ2 eip´∆qσtϕt, ´ ip´∆q
σ
2 eip´∆q
σtJγpϕtqϕt
E
“ Re
A
p´∆qσ2ϕt, ´ ip´∆q
σ
2 Jγpϕtqϕt
E
.
On the other hand, we have
BtV pγqrϕts “ Re xBtϕt, JγpϕtqϕtypH´σ2 ;H σ2 q
“ Re x´ip´∆qσϕt ´ iJγpϕtqϕt, JγpϕtqϕtypH´σ2 ;H σ2 q
“ Re
A
p´∆qσ2ϕt, ip´∆q
σ
2 Jγpϕtqϕt
E
.
Adding the derivative of both the kinetic and the potential energy, we have proved BtE “ 0. The
same arguments hold if we replace Jγ by J
pαq
γ .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let us recall some facts from interpolation. If we define the weight ω :“ |¨|´2,
we find the interpolation space
rL2, L2ωsθ “ L2ωθ , 0 ă θ ă 1,
where L2ω “ L2ωpR3q denotes the weighted L2-space with weight ω. Next, we have
rL2, 9H1sθ “ 9Hθ, 0 ă θ ă 1,
where 9Hθ “ 9HθpR3q denotes the homogeneous Sobolev space. Hardy’s inequality yields an embed-
ding 9H1 ãÑ L2ω, which in turn together with the trivial embedding L2 ãÑ L2 yields by interpolation
the embedding
9Hθ ãÑ L2
ωθ
.
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In the case θ “ σ “ γ{2, this corresponds to an estimate 1|¨|γ À p´∆qγ{2 in the sense of quadratic
forms. In the mass subcritical regime σ ą γ{2, we employ the trivial embedding Hγ{2 ãÑ 9Hγ{2
together with the previous embedding and the interpolation inequality
}u}Hγ{2 À }u}
γ
2σ
Hσ}u}
1´ γ
2σ
2
to find
}| ¨ |´γ{2u}2 À }u}
γ
2σ
Hσ À ε}u}Hσ ` Cε
if }u}2 “ 1 is assumed and ε ą 0 is chosen arbitrarily small.
A.2 High Sobolev regularity
Since the well-posedness for σ “ 1 is well-known, we will, as above, closely follow the analysis
in [Le]. For that, recall the following generalized Leibniz rule, see [Le], which itself is an easy
consequence of the Mihilin multiplier theorem. For some µ ě 0, we denote D :“ ?´∆.
Lemma A.1 (Leibniz-rule). Suppose that 1 ă p ă 8, s ě 0, a, b ě 0, and for i “ 1, 2 let
1{pi ` 1{qi “ 1 with 1 ă pi, qi ď 8. Then
}Dspfgq}p À }Ds`af}p1}D´ag}q1 ` }D´bf}p2}Ds`bg}q2 ,
where the involved constant depends on all parameters but not on f and g.
The following lemma ensures that both u ÞÑ Jγpuqu and u ÞÑ J pαqγ puqu locally Lipschitz.
Lemma A.2. Let s ě 0. If u, v P Hmaxtγ{2;supR3q, we have
}Jγpuqu´ Jγpvqv}Hs À p}u}2Hs ` }v}2Hsq}u´ v}Hs ,
}Jγpuqu}Hs À }u}26{p3´γq}u}Hs À }u}2Hγ{2}u}Hs .
Moreover, if s ď γ{2, p P r 6
2γ´4s`3 , 2s, and w P H
γ`s
3
` 1
2
´ 1
p pR3q, we have
}Jγpwqw}W s,p À }w}3
H
γ`s
3
` 1
2
´ 1p
.
The same results hold true if we replace Jγ by J
pαq
γ .
Remark 11. The second statement equally holds if we replace the Sobolev spaces by homogeneous
Sobolev spaces.
Proof. We will only prove the second and the third inequality in the statement. As presented above
for the magnetic case, one can show using similar estimates that u ÞÑ Jpuqu indeed is a locally
Lipschitz map from Hs into itself. In addition, we will show the estimates on the homogeneous
part of the respective Sobolev space, since the L2-part follows by formally setting s “ 0. By
Lemma A.1, we find
}DspJγpuquq}2 À }DsJγpuq}p}u}q ` } µλ| ¨ |γ ˚ |u|
2}8}Dsu}2
À }DsJγpuq}p}u}q ` }u}26{p3´γq}Dsu}2
À }DsJγpuq}p}u}q ` }u}2Hγ{2}Dsu}2,
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where also applied Young’s inequality followed by the Sobolev embedding. 1 ă p, q ď 8 satisfy
1{p` 1{q “ 1{2. Subsequently, we use the identity
D
r´3f “ cr| ¨ |r ˚ f
for some cr P R. Also note, that | ¨ |´α P L3{p3´αqw pR3q.
Case s ă 3{2: Choose p “ 3{s and q “ 6{p3 ´ 2sq. Using the Leibniz-rule A.1 followed by the
Sobolev embedding and the weak Young’s inequality, we find
}DsJγpuq}3{s À }Ds`γ´3|u|2}3{s
À }Ds`γ{2´3{2u}3{s}Dγ{2´3{2u}8
À }Dγ{2u}2}u}6{p3´γq
À }u}2
Hγ{2
,
where in the last step we applied Sobolev’s inequality again. Using the Sobolev embedding
}u}6{p3´2sq À }u}Hs finishes this case.
Case s ě 3{2: Choose q “ 6{p3 ´ γq and p “ 6{γ. Using the Sobolev embedding followed by
Lemma A.1 and the weak Young’s inequality, we have
}DsJγpuq}6{γ À }Ds`γ{2´3{2|u|2}2
À }Dsu}2}Dγ{2´3{2u}8
À }u}Hs}u}6{p3´γq
À }u}Hs}u}Hγ{2 ,
where in the last step we used Sobolev’s inequality again. One further application of Sobolev’s
inequality yields
}DspJγpuquq}2 À }u}2Hγ{2}u}Hs .
Case s ď γ{2, p P r 6
2γ´4s`3 , 2s. Note that we have
γ ` s
3
` 1
2
´ 1
p
ě 0.
Rather than the above estimate, we apply the Leibniz rule followed by the weak Young’s inequality
and Sobolev’s inequality to obtain
}DspJγpwqwq}p À }Ds`γ´3|w|2} 9p
6`pγ`sqp´3p
}w} 9p
3´pγ`sqp`3p
` }D 2pγ`sq3 ´ 72` 1p |w|2} 2p
2´p
}D γ`s3 ` 12´ 1pw}2
À }w}2 9p
3´pγ`sqp`3p
}D γ`s3 ` 12´ 1pw}2
À }D γ`s3 ` 12´ 1pw}32,
where in the last step we applied the Sobolev embedding again.
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To obtain the results for J
pαq
γ , observe that
}DsJ pαqγ puq}p À }
1
| ¨ |γ |D
s|u|2}p
for any s ě 0, p ě 1. With that, we can repeat all above arguments.
With this result, let us prove the well-posedness of (3) first as follows: The previous lemma
shows that the non-linearity u ÞÑ Jpuqu is locally Lipschitz from Hs into itself and we can run a
fixed point argument.
Next, let us prove Lemma 3.5. For that, fix a time T ą 0 such that
ν :“ sup
tPr0,T s
}ϕt}Hγ{2 ă 8.
Since p´∆qσ is self-adjoint, it induces a C0-group pe´ip´∆qσtqtPR of isometries. Thus, using
Duhamel’s formula
ϕt “ e´ip´∆qσtϕ0 ´ i
ż t
0
e´ip´∆q
σpt´τqp µλ| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτdτ
together with the last lemma, we find
}ϕt}Hs À }ϕ0}Hs ` ν2
ż t
0
}ϕτ }Hsdτ.
Gronwall’s inequality then yields the first part of Lemma 3.5. If µ “ 1 or λ ă λH,c, and s “ σ, we
have due to Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2 that
}ϕt}Hσ À }ϕ0}Hσ .
The remaining cases s ď σ follow from interpolation and this last estimate and mass conservation.
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
In order to show global well-posedness in the case µ “ 1 or λ ă λH,c, we employ Lemma 3.5
to obtain
}ϕt}Hs ď ec}ϕ0}
γ
σ
Hσ
t}ϕ0}Hs
for some universal constant c if s ě σ. Thus, by Picard iteration, we obtain that (3) is globally
well-posed. For the finite-time blow-up when µ “ ´1 and λ ą λH,c, see, e.g., [Zh]
A.3 Low Sobolev regularity
Since the arguments run similarly to the ones in the previous subsection, we will only mention the
main steps here. We start with Duhamel’s formula which reads
ϕt “ e´ip´∆qtϕ0 ´ i
ż t
0
e´ip´∆qpt´τqp µλ| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτdτ.
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Fix some time T ą 0. Similarly to the above, we start by employing that e´ip´∆qt is an L2-isometry
together with Lemma A.2 to obtain
}ϕt}Hs À }ϕ0}Hs `
ż t
0
}ϕτ }26{p3´γq}ϕτ }Hsdτ
À }ϕ0}Hs ` }ϕτ }L8τ pr0,ts;Hsxq
ż t
0
}ϕτ }26{p3´γqdτ.
(44)
Next we can employ Strichartz estimates following Hölder’s inequality to obtain
}ϕτ }L2τ pr0,ts;L6{p3´γqx q ď t
4
2´γ }ϕτ }L4{γτ pr0,ts;L6{p3´γqx q
À t 42´γ
ˆ
1` }p µλ| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }L2{p2´γqτ pr0,ts;L6{p2γ`3qx q
˙
À t 42´γ ,
(45)
where in the last step we applied Lemma A.2 together with mass conservation. Inserting (45) into
(45) implies
}ϕt}L8t pr0,T s;Hsxq À }ϕ0}Hs ` T
4
2´γ }ϕt}L8t pr0,T s;Hsxq. (46)
A small caveat at this point is that we cannot directly apply Lemma A.2 for ϕ0 is not necessarily
in Hγ{2pR3q. Instead we have to use an improved version of Lemma A.2 involving Strichartz
estimates as shown above. The details are left to the reader.
With similar estimates, one can show, that for T ą 0 small enough u ÞÑ Jγpuqu is a locally
Lipschitz map of Cpr0, T s;HspR3qq into itself. Then one can run a standard fixed point argument
to show local well-posedness. For global well-posedness, notice that in (46) we can choose T ą 0
independently of ϕ0 so small that
}ϕt}L8t pr0,T s;Hsxq À }ϕ0}Hs .
Iterating this inequality yields
}ϕτ }L8τ pr0,ts;Hsxq À r
t
T
s}ϕ0}Hs À pt` 1q}ϕ0}Hs .
This completes the proof of global well-posedness.
B Approximating the Hartree equation by its regularized version
In here, we want to show a stronger statement than that of Lemma 3.7 in that we allow for any
values γ P p0, 3{2q and σ P rγ{2, 1s. Our idea is to follow the steps of [MS] and modify them
suitably. We start by proving the second estimate. Using Duhamel’s formula for both ϕt and ϕ
pαq
t ,
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we find
|p´∆qγ4 pϕt ´ ϕpαqt q}2 À
ż t
0
dτ
"
}p´∆qγ4 p 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2qpϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2
` }p´∆qγ4 p α| ¨ |γp| ¨ |γ ` αq ˚ |ϕτ |
2qpϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2
` }p´∆qγ4 p α| ¨ |γp| ¨ |γ ` αq ˚ |ϕτ |
2qϕτ }2
` }p´∆qγ4 p 1| ¨ |γ ` α ˚ p|ϕτ |
2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2qqϕτ }2
`}p´∆qγ4 p 1| ¨ |γ ` α ˚ p|ϕτ |
2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2qqpϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2
*
.
(47)
The first term, we can estimate using the generalized Leibniz rule A.1 together with the fact that
|∇|α´3u “ | ¨ |´α ˚ u by
} 1| ¨ |3γ{2 ˚ |ϕτ |
2}6{γ}ϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ }6{p3´γq ` }
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2}8}p´∆q
γ
4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2
À ν2}p´∆qγ4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2,
(48)
where in the second step we applied the weak Young’s inequality followed by the Sobolev embed-
ding.
For the second term of (47), we also apply the Leibniz rule followed by the weak Young’s
inequality and the Sobolev inequality to find the upper bound
} 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |p´∆q
γ
4 |ϕτ |2|} 6
γ
}ϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ } 6
3´γ
` } 1| ¨ |γ ˚ |ϕτ |
2}8}p´∆q
γ
4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2
À p}p´∆qγ4 |ϕτ |2} 6
6´γ
` }ϕτ }2 6
3´γ
q}p´∆qγ4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2,
(49)
where we also employed the fact that the fractional Laplacian is translation invariant. Applying
the Leibniz rule again followed by the Sobolev embedding implies
}p´∆qγ4 |ϕτ |2} 6
6´γ
À }p´∆qγ4ϕτ } 6
6´γ
}ϕτ } 6
3´γ
À }p´∆qγ4ϕτ }22 À ν2.
Together with (49), we find by applying the Sobolev embedding again that the second term of (47)
can be estimated by
ν2}p´∆qγ4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2. (50)
For the third term of (47), we use the Leibniz rule together with the translation invariance of the
Laplacian to obtain the upper bound
} α
ε
| ¨ |p1`εqγ ˚ |p´∆q
γ
4 |ϕτ |2|} 6
γ
}ϕτ } 6
3´γ
` } α
ε
| ¨ |p1`εqγ ˚ |ϕτ |
2}8}p´∆q
γ
4ϕτ }2
À αεp}p´∆qγ4 |ϕτ |2} 6
6´p1`2εqγ
` }ϕτ }2 6
3´p1`γqε
qν,
(51)
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where we also employed the fact that the fractional Laplacian is translation invariant. Applying
the Leibniz rule again together with the fact that |∇|α´3u “ | ¨ |´α ˚ u on the first term, we find
}p´∆qγ4 |ϕτ |2} 6
6´p1`2εqγ
À }p´∆qp1`εqγ4ϕτ }2} 1| ¨ |3´εγ{2 ˚ ϕτ } 63´p1`2εqγ
À }p´∆qp1`εqγ4ϕτ }2}ϕτ } 6
3´p1`εqγ
,
À }p´∆qp1`εqγ4ϕτ }22,
where we also applied the weak Young’s inequality followed by the Sobolev embedding. By Lemma
3.5, we have
}ϕτ }Hp1`εqγ{2 À ecν
2τ }ϕ0}Hp1`εqγ{2 .
The last two inequalities together with (51), imply after applying the Sobolev embedding again
that the third term of (47) can be estimated by
αεecν
2τ }ϕ0}2Hp1`εqγ{2ν. (52)
Note that in the case p1` εqγ{2 ď σ and λ ă λH,c or µ “ 1, Lemma 3.5 allows us to improve this
bound to a time-independent one. For an upper bound of the fourth term, we again apply the
generalized Leibniz rule to get
} 1| ¨ |γ ˚
ˇˇˇ
p´∆qγ4 p|ϕτ |2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2q
ˇˇˇ
} 6
γ
}ϕτ } 6
3´γ
` } 1| ¨ |γ ˚ ||ϕτ |
2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2|}8}p´∆q
γ
4ϕτ }2.
À p}p´∆qγ4 p|ϕτ |2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2q} 6
6´γ
` }|ϕτ |2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2} 3
3´γ
q}p´∆qγ4ϕτ }2
(53)
Next we use the fact that we can write
|ϕτ |2 ´ |ϕpαqτ |2 “ pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ qp2ϕ¯τ ` pϕ¯pαqτ ´ ϕ¯τ qq ` c.c.
together with the Leibniz rule and the Sobolev embedding on (53) to find as an upper bound of
the fourth term in (47)
pν ` }p´∆qγ4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2q}p´∆q
γ
4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2ν. (54)
For the fifth term, we can basically repeat the same steps as for the fourth term to obtain
pν ` }p´∆qγ4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2q}p´∆q
γ
4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}22. (55)
So, inserting (48)-(55) in (47), we obtain
}p´∆qγ4 pϕt ´ ϕpαqt q}2 À
ż t
0
dτ
!
αεecν
2τ }ϕ0}2Hp1`εqγ{2ν ` ν2}p´∆q
γ
4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}2
`ν}p´∆qγ4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}22 ` }p´∆q
γ
4 pϕτ ´ ϕpαqτ q}32
)
.
(56)
Employing Gronwall’s inequality yields the result.
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Next we estimate the L2-distance of the solution ϕt from its regularized version ϕ
pαq
t . As in
[MS], we start with the estimate
1
2
Bt}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }22 “ ´BtRe
A
ϕt,ϕ
pαq
t
E
“ λIm
"B
ϕt,
ˆ
α
| ¨ |γp| ¨ |γ ` αq ˚ |ϕt|
2
˙
pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq
F
`
B
ϕt,
ˆ
1
| ¨ |γ ` α ˚ p|ϕt|
2 ´ |ϕpαqt |2q
˙
pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq
F*
À α
B
|ϕt||ϕpαqt ´ ϕt|,
1
| ¨ |2γ ˚ |ϕt|
2
F
`
B
|ϕt||ϕpαqt ´ ϕt|,
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ ||ϕt|
2 ´ |ϕpαqt |2|
F
.
(57)
In order to bound the first term, we use the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality followed by
Hölder’s inequality again to get
α
B
|ϕt||ϕpαqt ´ ϕt|,
1
| ¨ |2γ ˚ |ϕt|
2
F
À α}ϕtpϕpαqt ´ ϕtq} 3
3´γ
}ϕt}2 6
3´γ
À α}ϕpαqt ´ ϕt} 6
3´γ
}ϕt}3 6
3´γ
À αν3}p´∆qγ4 pϕpαqt ´ ϕtq}2,
where in the last step we used the Sobolev embedding. Using the above result, we obtain
α
B
|ϕt||ϕpαqt ´ ϕt|,
1
| ¨ |2γ ˚ |ϕt|
2
F
À Cα1`ε (58)
for some constant C “ Cν,}ϕ0}
Hp1`εqγ{2
,T . For the remaining term in (57), we apply the Hardy-
Littlewood-Sobolev inequality followed by Hölder’s inequality together with the triangle inequality
to obtainB
|ϕt||ϕpαqt ´ ϕt|,
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ ||ϕt|
2 ´ |ϕpαqt |2|
F
À }ϕtpϕpαqt ´ ϕtq} 6
6´γ
}pϕt ´ ϕpαqt qpϕt ` ϕpαqt q} 6
6´γ
À }ϕt} 6
3´γ
p}ϕt} 6
3´γ
` }ϕt ´ ϕpαqt } 6
3´γ
q}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }22
À νpν ` }p´∆qγ4 pϕt ´ ϕpαqt q}2q}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }22,
where in the last step we applied Sobolev’s inequality. By the above, there is C “ Cν,}ϕ0}
Hp1`εqγ{2,T
such that }p´∆qγ4 pϕt ´ ϕpαqt q}2 ď C. This yieldsB
|ϕt||ϕpαqt ´ ϕt|,
1
| ¨ |γ ˚ ||ϕt|
2 ´ |ϕpαqt |2|
F
ď C}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }22. (59)
Inserting (58) and (59) in (57), we arrive at
Bt}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }22 À C
´
α1`ε ` ν2}ϕt ´ ϕpαqt }22
¯
,
which, using Gronwall’s inequality, gives the desired result.
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